o evaluate robustness to imaging conditions and cell morphology, we tested ctor performance on additional images of the distal germline collected under i erent conditions including di erent genetic backgrounds and developmenime points (see Table 1 (a)). Additionally we tested the detector on images included a larger portion of the germline including cells further from the l tip whose nuclei show a wider variety of morphology (see Table 1 (b)). detector trained on the original set of image stacks and generalized well to r imaging conditions. Detection performance decreased (AP=0.91) when uated on full gonad. This is in part due to the wider variety of nuclear phology (crescent, spaghetti, etc.) Also, since these image stacks were sigantly larger, it was not possible to curate the annotations as carefully so of this performance drop may be due to mistakes in the "gold standard" n by the human clicks.
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